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and growing our Olympic tally
of 5 medals.
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Child development centre
Supporting your children as
they grow their social media
presence, the right way.
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Welcome to our
world of connections
Today marks the Connect magazine's 10th Edition, so I couldn't
help but indulge in a little nostalgia.
What an incredible ride it has been from the first edition, which
was intended to be mere a trial edition, to the ten editions that
have subsequently followed. I vividly recall our first edition;
how we laboured relentlessly, worked on the structure, design
and layouts making sure that it encapsulated all that we had
envisioned of the first edition. We waited impatiently for the first
copy, fresh off the press and proudly devoured every page. After
ten editions, we are delighted to inform you that you are holding
a very special edition which is filled with stories and games that
we hope will keep the edition exciting for many months post
publishing.
We had a vision to develop a remarkable, original, authentic,
conscientious and inspiring local magazine that spoke not only
of the MTC brand or its products and services but also of its
place in society and the meaningful stories that come out of
our communities. The aim was to have a magazine that was
informative, relatable and entertaining all at once, and we hope

through the past nine editions we've managed to do that.
An outstanding team comprised of enthusiastic, like-minded
designers, writers and strategists facilitated the accomplishment of
a formidable task. The magazine has come full circle with this tenth
edition, which provides inspiration and motivation. Our goal was
also not just to inspire you, but also to provide the how-tos and
resources necessary for you to achieve your own vision, goals and
aspirations.
Since edition one, we have delivered over 40,000 physical
copies via inserts in local newspapers that are distributed
country wide, airport stands, in-flight magazines, domestic
lounges, supermarkets, lodges and other retail locations, hotels
and corporate channels. We hope to grow this by adding more
distribution channels.
With this unique edition, we urge you to indulge your senses and
warm your soul. According to custom, each edition is curated by a
team of intelligent and devoted individuals and this edition is no
exception. Best wishes while reading.

Agency: Adforce Namibia

Janet Kapenda
Editor and Brand Executive: Marketing
Mobile Telecommunications Ltd

Creative Team:
Executive Creative Director - Gabriel Naftal
Senior Art Director - Hendrik /Gariseb( Jr)
Copywriters- Lydia Msirikale, Petelina Frans and Nyasha Nyandoro
Senior Developer - Patrick Michael
Project Manager - Jamilla Jacobs
Senior Account Manager - Zack Sheehama

If you would like to advertise in our next edition, contact us at: marketing2@mtc.com.na.
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Are you the ultimate
Connect Magazine fan?
Test your knowledge with
a trip down memory lane.
How to play:
1. Rearrange the below Connect Magazines in order of edition.
2. Share your answers in the comments of our Connect Trivia post on Facebook
and stand a chance to WIN one of 10 MTC hampers (eg: e; g; a; etc...)
3. Scan the QR Code or visit our website for clues!

Scan QR code
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TechExpert

!

DON’T GET
SCAMMED
Protect yourself against
SIM card fraud
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S

IM card fraud is more common than we know, even
the most technologically savvy have fallen victim to
it. A growing concern over the years, hackers across
the globe have used several techniques to gain access to
people’s personal information and get access to people’s
bank and other personal accounts. Namibia has had its
fair share of hackers using scams to target the vulnerable.
If you have received a dodgy text asking you to claim a
prize for a competition you’ve never entered or a call from
someone impersonating a service provider asking for
your details in order to complete a transaction, then you
were once a hacker’s target and they were hoping to use
your information or details to either log into your bank or
personal accounts or use your identity to commit fraud.

has launched a nationwide SIM card registration campaign
in which customers are required to have their SIM cards
registered by the end of 2022.
While it may sound like a lengthy process, registering your
SIM card is fairly easy and can be done in four simple steps.

SIM card registration is the
process of placing your
SIM card uniquely under
your name and personal
details at your mobile
telecommunications provider.
SIM card registration is one
of the most effective ways to
ensure that your identity and
personal information stays
protected.

So how does SIM card hacking work?
In today’s day and age, scammers use all kinds of
techniques to try and hack into your SIM card. In Namibia,
some common ways in which scammers will try to hack
your SIM card are:
• Short code SMS scams: An SMS sent by a short code
number claiming you have won airtime or money asking
you to click a link or call a certain number to redeem
your prize.
• Unknown, landline or private number calls: These
scams range from scammers calling you asking for help
to make payments, or supposedly verifying personal or
banking information.
• Impersonation scams: Scammers impersonating
MTC or banking agents claiming that potential victims
have won money and that they should do a banking
transaction to claim their prize.
Despite efforts from local banks, regulators and mobile
service providers to inform the public about scams and
urging people to not give out information to strangers,
many have fallen victim to these scams and have
accidentally shared personal information with scammers
giving them access to bank and social media accounts or
even allowing them to use their identity to commit fraud
amongst many other scams.
How can people protect themselves from getting scammed?
Outside of not sharing personal information with random
callers, it’s important to have your SIM card registered.
SIM card registration is the process of placing your SIM
card uniquely under your name and personal details
at your mobile telecommunications provider. SIM card
registration is one of the most effective ways to ensure that
your identity and personal information stays protected.
In line with the new regulations introduced by the
Communications Regulatory Authority of Namibia, MTC

Here’s how to register your SIM card:
1. Gather the following documents:
• Valid Namibian ID/ Passport/ Voters Card
• Proof of ownership of your SIM card or police
declaration
• Individuals registered in their maiden surname to
present their marriage certificate and ID.
• Proof of residential address or a letter from nearby
school, church, constituency councilor or police
declaration
2. Visit your nearest MTC MobileHome or Enrollment Center
or MobileVan.
3. Your information is verified and captured onto the system.
4. Once the information is recorded, an OTP notification is
sent to confirm the registration.
By January 2023 all Namibians will be required to have
a registered SIM card. Meaning everyone who hasn’t
registered their SIM card will automatically get disconnected
and will not be able to make use of it. So, do your part to
make sure you don’t get left behind or fall victim to SIM
card scams. Take the necessary steps and register your SIM
card today.
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“My SIM card is just
as unique as I am.”
#081MINE

REGISTER
YOUR
SIM CARD
TODAY
It’s the vibe!

Replacing a stolen or lost SIM card is
hassle free when you've registered your
SIM card. No Police declaration required.

To register, simply:
Visit your nearest MTC
MobileHome or Enrollment
Centre/MobileVan

For more information, contact us
on WhatsApp: +264 811 500 100
Ts & Cs apply
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samsung.com
Watch screen images simulated for illustrative purposes.
Availability of colours, sizes, models, and watch bands may vary by country or carrier.
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The Digital
Evolution

Facilitating Namibia’s
digital evolution one
product at a time

D

o you remember when you first learned how to set up your MMS and GPRS settings? Or what it felt like to use
your first smartphone? Do also remember what it was like to use 4G internet for the first time? If the answer is
yes then you have inadvertently witnessed Namibia’s biggest digital evolution.

It wasn’t too long ago that MTC had customers waiting with baited breath as it started setting up connectivity in
various towns across the country. Now almost 27 years later, the company has lead the country into the digital future.
When MTC was established in 1995 it was the only cellular network provider at the time. Today, MTC has connected
over 2,5 million subscribers and has 95% coverage across the country. Focusing mainly on innovation, communication
and technology, MTC has achieved many milestones over the past 26 years. Through it all the company has managed
to put its customers first, and without noticing, almost single-handedly carried the nation into the digital future.
Today, MTC has a proven track record of being a leader in innovation and Namibians from all corners of the country
look forward to the next technological advancement they will introduce. Before we look to the future, let’s take a walk
down memory lane and look at how communication has evolved over the years and some of the digital achievements
the company has made.

one
MILLION
1995

2004

2012

• Celebrated
1 000 000
customers

• Launched 4G LTE making
Namibia one of the 1st
countries to introduce 4G LTE
and the 2nd in Africa to do so

• MTC established

1999
PREPAID

• Launched Tango
Prepaid services with
500 000 customers

2014
2006
• MTC pioneered the first
24-hour call centre in
Namibia.
• Namibia’s first video
call is made using
MTC’s 3G HSDPA
technology

12

• Introduced mobile money
services allowing users
to use their cellphones to
transfer/withdraw/deposit
money, buy airtime,
electricity, pay bills and
make Point of Sale (POS)
payments.
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Through its products and services MTC has made several
contributions to bridging the digital divide in Namibia
making it a key player in driving the Namibian digital
economy forward. Bridging the digital divide is a problem
that requires solutions for accessibility, affordability and
digital skills that touch social economics, infrastructure
and technology. Solutions are available using existing
technologies that provide quality, reliable and secure
internet access to enable unrestricted participation in the
digital economy.

MTC has made several
contributions to bridging
the digital divide in Namibia
making it a key player in
driving the Namibian digital
economy forward.

Terms such as e-learning and e-commerce are becoming
more prominent nowadays, and the Osmartphona
campaign has proved to provide Namibians with a
highly subsidised 4G enabled smartphone. The mobile
device has afforded users in areas with LTE towers the
opportunity to enjoy the benefits of 4G.
In addition to the launch of the Osmartphona, the
onset of a global pandemic highlighted the need to
reimagine technology’s role in the way we work, learn
and live. Technology is meant to be unifying and not a
source of division. However, many rural and low-income
areas around the country in particular, lack reliable and
affordable access. Wireless technology is more so not
just for entertainment and consumers only; it is quickly
becoming a critical component to how we connect
everything in the digital world.
Relying on remote learning during the pandemic exposed
the reality of those that suffer from the digital divide.
According to a report by the Web Foundation, a majority
of Namibian schools have no access to the internet,

one

BILLION

making digital education a challenge. Despite Namibia
advancing in terms of digital roll-out services, many do
not have access, including institutions of learning. MTC’s
position at the forefront of innovation is evidenced by its
track record in launching both 3G and 4G/LTE networks
and although there is good coverage, the country still
lags behind other upper-middle-income countries in that
regard.
It goes without saying that MTC played a vital role in
driving Namibia into the digital age. With a customer
focused approach and keeping the future of Namibia
in mind, the company has been able to accomplish
several milestones, reserving its spot as Namibia’s most
loved brand. We look forward to see what the future of
innovation will look like.
2021

2017

• In response to customers’
needs – Introduced
“Taamba” Product Line
• Launched one of the most
affordable smartphones
“Osmartphona"

• Launched N$ 1 Billion
#081everyone project to
provide 100% network
coverage in Namibia

2019
2016
• First in Southern
Africa to do a
trial of 4.5G
technology

FIBRE

2018

• Launched a digital
cloud computing
service – opens first
innovation centre

• Launched fibre for business
to provide optimal super-fast
broadband connections

2022
• Launched MTC TV+
• Voted most
admired brand
in Namibia three
times in a row
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Sun
Today

Moon phase
Today

Tide
Today
m

Waxing gibbous
Sunrise 06:38
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Sunset 18:38

Illumination 85%
Lunar cycle Day 12

Shayuyong Port
11:30 Flood tide
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Calling on all
Leaders for a
Better Future
MTC and the World
Food Programme
partner up

T

echnology has a major role to play in bridging the
gap for our most vulnerable people. During times
of difficulty, we lean on each other and put our
heads together to find solutions. As the premier digital
enabler of change, MTC and the food-security agency of
the United Nations, the World Food Programme (WFP)
recently penned down a partnership that will scale
long-term engagements to support the Namibian public
sector by facilitating the provision of digital solutions and
innovation in view of supporting WFP’s ethos of ending
hunger and improving socio-economic outcomes.
The WFP is mandated to provide humanitarian and
development assistance that contributes to nations
achieving zero hunger by 2030. Our international partner,
the WFP works with partners in numerous countries to
positively impact lives by delivering food assistance in
emergencies, working with communities to improve food
and nutrition security.
WFP and MTC share similar values and the Most Admired
Brand has once again committed to being a digital
enabler of change, committed to improving the lives of
customers through innovative digital solutions that will
meet expectations and by expanding MTC’s services to
Namibians in remote rural areas.
“Through this agreement, MTC is committed to driving
an inclusive Namibian digital economy. Noting the digital
opportunities presented by the 4th Industrial Revolution,

it is imperative to bridge the digital divide by formulating
smart strategic partnerships that will drive inclusivity and
sustainability through rural transformation,” said MTC
Managing Director, Dr. Licky Erastus.
The five-year agreement between the parties aims to
improve and support programmes targeted towards
food systems infrastructure, rural transformation, human
capital development and digital solutions.
On the ground, the agreement will be felt in areas such
as digital solutions for small farmers, internships and
capacity building for youth and women, mobile financial
services, precision and smart agriculture.
Ericah Shafudah, Deputy Country Director for WFP
Namibia, highlighted the importance of developing
partnerships with like-minded institutions, to which MTC
is undoubtably the right partner.
“Technology and digital transformation have become
synonymous with our work and indeed the world we
live in. As a result, WFP is constantly exploring ways to
leverage technology to accelerate the drive towards food
security”, said Shafudah during the MoU signing.
Shafudah also echoed that many of the challenges
experienced by smallholder farmers such as access to
markets, monitoring and evaluation and supply chain
can be addressed effectively and sustainably through
technology. “We thus see this MoU as a catalyst for
developing cutting edge, rural tech transformation and
human capital development, which effectively enables
solutions that can advance Namibia’s need for food
security,” she said.
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Not just another
streaming service

A

s Namibians, we’re a proud and expressive
nation. We love to play out our stories in dramatic
fashion. From our music and our dancing, to the
films that stage the times of our lives, entertainment
continues to play a central role in how we put our best
foot forward.
Local platforms have been around for many years,
enabling us to share our talents, but none have opened
new avenues like MTC’s latest innovation: MTC TV+.
It is a collaboration between the country’s leading
telecommunications company and the very best talent
we have.
It is an exciting time for any creative as this new platform
provides our humble population with tremendous
potential to tell unique stories that have the ability to
touch the lives of those within our borders and the world
at large.

The ambitious idea began as RockStarTV, a platform
that promoted local entertainment and now rebranded,
utilising the far reach of MTC to connect regional and
international audiences with the growing and established
local talent.
In this regard, MTC TV+ offers entertainment ranging
from local music, TV shows, films and MTC sponsored
and owned content. The new platform contains further
content, such as the entire RockStar library, which
includes gospel TV, Music Shows as well as all the
memorable NAMA shows and live performances over the
past 10 years.
It’s a massive offering for MTC lovers that even offers
milestone MTC events, such as MTC Knockout Projects,
fashion, boxing and more. Among many positive
objectives, these events highlight MTC’s efforts to
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Stream all your regional and
international entertainment.

Subscribe Now

https://mtctvplus.com/

Get MTCTVPlus from only N$3 per day or N$39 per month

tackle national issues such as gender-based violence in
ways that saw the nation’s celebrities come together in
captivating ways.

Local platforms have been
around for many years,
enabling us to share our
talents, but none have
opened new avenues like
MTC’s latest innovation.

Subscribers have the option to sign-up for either
daily or premium content. Recurring daily or monthly
subscriptions are available for as low as N$3 per day or
N$39 per month, respectively.
Premium content, including premium live or on-demand
enables you to stream some of the nation’s most
anticipated events as a simple once-off fee.
In an age where control of the entertainment you want to
watch is everything, MTC TV+ enables you to cancel your
subscription anytime you want to. With so much control,
and for such competitive prices, MTC TV+ is truly your
connection to the very best content on offer.
For more information and to try out MTC TV+,
visit: www.mtctvplus.com.
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more data
MoBiz Capped Packages

10GB
for only

N$199

Subscription Fee

90GB
for only

N$599

Subscription Fee

30GB

60GB

for only

N$249

Subscription Fee

250GB

for only

N$399

Subscription Fee

1024GB

for only

N$1599
Subscription Fee

for only

N$3999
Subscription Fee

Resume usage once data is capped by purchasing 7 or 30 day bundles.

Purchase additional bundles on the MyMTC app or MTC website.
*Laptops, Tablets, Routers, Mi-fi or Wingles on an equipment plan.
Available on 12, 24 or 36 months contract periods.
Ts & Cs apply
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The Future of 4IR
Technology is what exactly
already now! is it?

E

arlier this year, Namibia hosted the first-ever Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) Conference and Expo under the
theme “4IR as an enabler of green and Inclusive Industrialisation”. MTC was a proud player in the conference
emphasising the importance of embracing the 4IR. “It is important that a conducive policy framework is in place
to stimulate participation rather than inhibit it as it would have a significant impact on every aspect of our digital
lives,” said Chief Human Capital and Corporate Affairs Officer Tim Ekandjo.
When most of us think of the 4IR we think of the future and imagine flying cars and robots, but actually, we are
already living in it. The biggest misconception is that the fourth industrial revolution is something that is yet to
happen when in reality, we already live in a world that has incorporated 4IR technology. If you have said the words
“Hey Siri” or shouted “Alexa play my favourite song” or used Google maps to help find your way around town, then
you my friend, are already in the 4th Industrial Revolution.
But what exactly is the 4th Industrial Revolution?
The 4th Industrial Revolution is built on the foundation of the first three industrial revolutions and much
like the past three, we have slowly transitioned into it.

1ST Industrial
Revolution
The age of
mechanical
production

2ND Industrial
Revolution
The age of
science and mass
production

3RDIndustrial
Revolution
The digital
revolution

4TH Industrial
Revolution
Industry 4.0

Like the previous three, the 4th Industrial Revolution marks a significant change in the way we work. Simply put, the
4IR refers to the rapid growth of technologies and how those technologies are merging and transforming the way we
work and live.
4IR technology is a combination of various technologies so it's not a surprise that a good number of people don’t
quite grasp what it is or what it means. This revolution fuses artificial intelligence, robotics, the cloud, the Internet of
Things (IoT), big data and other technologies to create products and services that are radically disrupting industries
and our daily lives. Think GPS systems that suggest the fastest route to a destination, automated and self-driving cars,
smart TVs or fridges, personalised Netflix recommendations and Facebook’s ability to recognise your face and tag you
in a friend’s photo.
The 4IR is not only present in our day to day lives but also in our work. It is dramatically reducing manual work,
allowing organisations to spend more time and resources on innovating and giving customers a more personalised
experience. The fusion of technology and data is automating our work, connecting us faster, allowing us to work
and communicate more efficiently and therefore make more informed decisions. For example, by using artificial
intelligence algorithms, medical researchers can comb through large amounts of data and make informed decisions in
clinical trials. Automating processes has made things faster. Remember how tedious it used to be for for car guards to
manually open parking gates? Virtual reality has enabled makeup manufacturers to have customers try out products
before buying them. Companies can collect large amounts of data and use it to decide which products to launch,
identify defects and determine maintenance needs, improving the production, safety and quality of processes.
With all these technologies and more, it is undeniable that we are currently living in the future that was once a distant
dream. While we’re still discovering all the capabilities of the 4IR, we can pride ourselves in the advancements we
have made thus far.
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Buy now for more ﬂex
Incredible Bundle Offer

New Galaxy Watch5**
for only N$1,499 once-off

*

Images used are for illustrative purpose only. **Offer excludes Galaxy Watch5 Pro. See In-store for Ts and Cs and details. While stock last.
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A Series S Series
Get a free 25W Superfast Charger with these devices

Galaxy A53 | A73

Galaxy S20 FE | S21 FE

+

Galaxy S22 | S22+ | S22 Ultra

Valued at N$700*

Offer only valid for the above models and available while stocks last. *Excludes cable. Ts & Cs apply.
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Making Celebrating
women
IT happen in tech
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T

he stories of Africa’s tech world are still being
written. And when they are told, the talented
innovators writing the playbooks will stand right
alongside the visionary founders that we all love and
admire.

Celebrating leading-edge women
In this special 10th edition of the Connect magazine,
we take the time to highlight and celebrate just a small
number of outstanding women in technology that have
and continue to change all our lives for the better.

Research suggests that one in five tech employees on
the continent is female. Many are excellent operators
and gifted community-builders. We see their impact
in technical & non-technical fields, as they work with
commitment and entrepreneurial zeal.

Our three inspirational women come from varying
backgrounds and career paths, with one thing in
common: their achievements inspire us to keep rising.

At MTC, we’re thrilled about the future because we know
we’re witnessing the unveiling of the diverse operator
talent that the technology ecosystem needs. We are
energised by the rise in female founders and policy
makers that are expanding their influence in real-time.
There has never been a more important time for us all to
rally together as we look to rebuild our economy. And at
the centre of this challenge is diversity in the tech world,
which brings about new ideas and ways of working that
benefit all Namibians.

At MTC, we’re thrilled about
the future because we
know we’re witnessing the
unveiling of the diverse
operator talent that the
technology ecosystem
needs.

Hon. Emma Theofelus
At the time of her appointment,
Hon. Theofelus became the
youngest member of parliament
at the age of 23. As the Deputy
Minister of Information and
Communication Technology, she led
the country’s public communication
campaign on COVID-19 prevention. And as an MP,
her motion enabled feminine hygiene products to be
identified as a tax-free commodity.
Monica Nehemia
Monica is the Chief Technical
and Information Officer at MTC.
With over 19 years’ experience in
information and technology, she
holds a Masters of Informatics in
Information Technology Governance
and is registered for a Doctoral
program in Informatics with the Cape Peninsula
University of Technology, South Africa. After joining
the company in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic in
August 2020, Monica along with the MTC executive team
has led the company through its IPO and is testament
to what Namibian women can achieve in lieu of trying
times.
Emilia Nghikembua
CEO at age 34, Emilia is passionate
about uplifting people, especially
the youth. Her vision is to help
the Communications Regulatory
Authority of Namibia (CRAN)
build a legal, policy and regulatory
framework that ensures that all
Namibians enjoy full socio-economic benefits deriving
from ICTs through improving Namibia’s ICT sector. As CEO
of CRAN, Emilia actively fulfills this vision by ensuring
that there is a competitive landscape in communication
that is adequately regulated and most importantly,
creates value for Namibians.
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The Most Admired Namibian Brand Award goes to…

MTC winning 1st
place for the third time

F

or the third year in a row, MTC was named the Most
Admired Brand in Namibia at this year’s annual
Brand Africa award ceremony. The 12th annual Brand
Africa 100: Africa’s Best Brands 2022 rankings were held
on 25 May 2022.
This year saw more African brands present in the survey.
As countries and consumers look to local solutions
following the pandemic and with the African Continental
Free Trade Area’s (AfCFTA) goal of driving greater intraAfrican trade, African brands are starting to re-assert their
position in the ranking.
In the Namibian brands category, MTC placed first in the
Overall and Telecom categories, and also the number
one brand that symbolises African pride. Other Namibian
brands including NBC, Namibmills, Bank Windhoek,
Mshasho, Nammilk and Windhoek Lager, led in their
respective categories.

Tim Ekandjo was awarded with the Leadership Excellence
Award in Industry, for having contributed to the success
of Made in Namibia brands and initiatives.
“This is an exciting initiative and the third year in a row
we are intentionally, and independently identifying and
celebrating Namibia’s Best Brand and creating a platform
for them to be celebrated everywhere. It’s a principle
of charity starting at home – with Africans celebrating
Africans and Africa broadly,” said Lazarus Jacobs, Brand
Africa’s Namibia chairman and TBWA Paragon Executive
Director.
In all, African brands will continue to play a dual role
of being globally competitive and transforming the
continent’s promise into real change.

Additionally, Brand Africa also recognised those
leaders who are the catalysts for growth of the Made
in Africa brand. Big corporates and individuals who
have supported the development of great local brands
in various industries were honoured; MTC’s very own
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BE A SPECTRA CHAMP

& SAVE +

FREE
INSTALLATION

NOW
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FR OM AS LIT

N$

Get a friend to sign
up and benefit from a
PAYMENT HOLIDAY
of up to 3 MONTHS*
Physical fibre now available in Windhoek and Walvis Bay.

How it works
All Spectra account holders/subscribers who refer
Spectra to family, friends or neighbours will receive a
payment holiday of up to 3 months.
For information visit: www.mtc.com.na/spectra
or contact us on WhatsApp: +264 81 150 0100
nd
st
Promotion
Ts
& Cs applyruns between 22 September - 21 December 2022. Ts & Cs apply
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Move
at the
speed of
innovation
Manage your network with a
performance monitoring tool.
Enjoy aﬀordable, cost eﬀective
and reliable internet services.
Get guaranteed business
continuity with a 99.9% SLA.
Experience the best customer
service with 24/7 NOC and
Call Centre assistance.
Get expert support with
qualified back oﬃce
support staﬀ.
Contact us at 13500 (Toll-free) or
mtcbusiness@mtc.com.na

mtc.com.na
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ONE
App to
connect
you to all
Be here, there and
everywhere with your

MyMTC app

This raises the question: where is this attention going
to? The top rankings of data.ai’s Q2 2022 by download,
consumer spend and monthly active users, reveals
dominance by the established app giants of social
media and video streaming. The increase in mobile use
means the app business is booming, because there’s
convenience in having an app to access whatever you
need at the tips of your fingers.
From the MobileHome to the MyMTC app, staying
connected by having access to MTC products and services
has never been easier. The MyMTC app for one, is an
all-in-one, convenient self-care portal that gives you full
control to manage your phone account anytime.
All that is required to use the app is an active number to
ensure secure authentication. For further security, users
can now protect their app using Touch ID or Face ID. In
addition, other features include the use of voice control
to buy Aweh, pay invoices, buy data bundles and more;
allow users to be alerted and prompted to register their
SIM card; and allow users to easily access features like
capped data plans and more.

E

The increase in mobile use
means the app business is
booming, because there’s
convenience in having an
app to access whatever
you need at the tips of
your fingers.

very product or service has been turned into an app
and people can’t seem to function without them.
A mere 10 years or so ago, we went to a website if
we needed anything, or physically went to a shop and
spoke to someone or possibly phoned a helpline. An app
is not just ‘nice to have for business’, it comes with major
benefits.
People are spending more and more hours a day on their
mobile phones, according to app monitoring firm App
Annie. New research reveals that the total dominance of
the mobile lifestyle by users in Indonesia and Singapore,
the two top markets, are now spending an average of
more than five hours a day on mobile. Data.ai’s Q2 2022
Regional Pulse Index reveals consumer interest in mobile
content is on the rise. This shows that the huge gains
in consumer attention earned during lockdown have
not subsided now that the physical world has opened
up again. If anything, users have taken to spend more
time on smartphones, as in-person interactions were
restricted and mobile phones became essential to staying
connected.

All businesses that have a mobile app can tap into a
whole new market or expand their market share. Mobile
access to a product or service is almost instantaneous
especially when people are always on the go and don’t
have time to sit at a desktop and wait for it to load.
Thus, the MyMTC app helps to build a relationship with
customers and keeps them coming back for more.
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LaunchSpace

Reclaiming
The Number One Spot
MTC Namibia and
partners launch Clean-Up
Windhoek Campaign

F

or several years, Windhoek proudly held the title of
Cleanest City in Africa. Today this title belongs to
another African city, placing the city in fifth position.
This downgrade in ranking however came as no surprise
as lack of cleanliness in the city has been on an upward
trend. According to the City of Windhoek Spokesperson,
Harold Akwenye, one of the contributing factors is the
influx of people into the city which is hard to control.
While the issue cannot be solely blamed on the new
inhabitants, Windhoek residents have in recent years
adopted a culture of littering where despite the city’s
efforts to provide the necessary resources and equipment
to curb and discourage littering, people continue to litter
within their communities.

Waste management and maintaining a clean city goes
beyond world titles. It’s also about maintaining the health
and wellbeing of our people and environment. Outside of
being an eyesore and aesthetically unpleasant, littering
is a huge public concern as it poses both health and
environmental risks to the people, animals and plants in
the surrounding areas. Waste creates a breeding ground
for diseases such as hepatitis E, cholera and typhoid.
Waste also pollutes water and air, furthering the spread
of diseases. City of Windhoek Mayor Sade Gawanas has
called onto the public to help restore Windhoek’s once
glorious title and said that cleaning up the city has to
be a collaborative effort where all stakeholders, both
individual and private, come together to clean up the city
and reclaim the number one spot.
Hearing the Mayor’s call, MTC joined forces with the
City of Windhoek, Environmental Investment Fund
(EIF) and Namibia National Reinsurance Corporation
(NamibRe) and launched the Clean-Up Windhoek
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We need to change people's minds and hearts about
cleanliness. We therefore call on every Namibian,
and not just Windhoek residents, to play a part in
making Namibia at large a clean country.
Campaign on 18 August 2022. The campaign will run
over the course of three months and will consist of both
cleaning up the streets of Windhoek as well as planting
trees around the city. The campaign also aims to instill a
culture of sustainability, cleanliness and environmental
responsibility amongst Namibians. MTC’s Chief Human
Capital and Corporate Affairs Officer, Tim Ekandjo said,
“We need to change people's minds and hearts about
cleanliness. Hence, this campaign is not a one-day event
where we clean up and go. We want it to be different in
the sense that it changes our mindsets about how we
see cleanliness and what our responsibilities are. We

therefore call on every Namibian, and not just Windhoek
residents, to play a part in making Namibia at large a
clean country.”
The partners have committed a combined value of N$
750 000 towards the three months long campaign,
with MTC contributing N$ 400 000, City of Windhoek
N$ 200 000, EIF N$ 100 000 and NamibRe N$75 000
plus planting trees. The campaign kicked off at Jan Möhr
Secondary School in Windhoek West and will see the
public and various stakeholders take to different areas
around Windhoek to clean up the city.
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Technology as an art form
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Where Innovation
Connects People
MTC and NUST partner up on
HTTPS Innovation Centre

I

n 2020, MTC launched the MTC Innovation Centre
with the aim of creating a hub for testing, building
and showcasing new business and consumer ICT
applications. Initially based at Maerua Mall in Windhoek,
the MTC Innovation Centre served as a physical space
for digital and physical tools aimed at driving innovation
brought to you by MTC’s Enterprise division. The
innovation centre was focused on incubating enterprisebased services ranging from comprehensive fibre internet
to digital cloud computing services that will drive digital
transformation in the consumer and enterprise space.
In 2021, MTC further showcased its commitment to
Namibia’s industrialisation agenda by partnering with the
Namibia University of Science and Technology (NUST) to
launch the High-Tech Transfer Plaza Select (HTTPS) – a
technology-inspired hub that will facilitate co-creation,
collaboration and co-development between industry,
government as well as academia.
Through the HTTPS initiative, MTC extended its
innovation capabilities by embedding the research
and development strengths of key national academic
institutions as well as forging strategic alliances with
industry and various stakeholders.
During the last quarter of 2022, MTC will relaunch its
Innovation Centre, now located on the 6th floor of the
HTTPS building at NUST, as well as a new Mobile Home
located on the lower ground retail space of the HTTPS.
This strategic move aims to tap into academic thought
leadership and extend ICT innovation to the student
communities and general public in order to create a more
inclusive and sustainable model for technology creation,
experimentation and adoption.
From its inception, the MTC Innovation Centre has been
rife with ideation and most importantly implementation.

their roots within the MTC ICT Innovation Centre are
listed as follows:
• MTC Verifi – a cutting-edge digital identity 		
service and eKYC depository.
• MTC eVAX – an online vaccination platform launched
during MTC’s 2020 VaxUp081 Campaign, in partnership
with the Ministry of Health.
• Covid-19 Relief Grant distribution database to support
the Ministry of Finance’s emergency income grant
during the height of the Covid-19 pandemic.
• Save My City App – an emergency response and
reporting platform connecting utility and service
providers with the public, allowing the public to report
issues via a digital channel.
• Namibia Investment Promotion and Development Board
(NIPDB) In4MSME digital ecosystem to support MSME
growth initiatives.
From a shared-value creation perspective, MTC, through
the HTTPS initiative with NUST, will continue to convene
with various stakeholders critical to Namibia’s digital
transformation and industrialisation agenda. The MTC
Innovation Centre will thus enable sustainable collaborative
efforts, co-creation and co-development of technologies
that are driven towards the realisation of the fourth
industrial revolution in Namibia:
• Software-Defined Everything (Open Source and
Standardisation)
• Cybersecurity and Forensics
• Network and Customer Experience
• Data Science & AI
• Robotics, Electronics and Engineering
• Financial Technology
• Medical Technology (E-Health)
For more information regarding the HTTPS and MTC
Innovation Centre, please visit the MTC and HTTPS website.

Examples of some of the products and services that bear
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We connected with Gazza to ask him
some rapid-fire questions and give
you all you need to know about the
Namibian Artist of the Decade.
Who or what inspired you to get into music?
My love for music is what made me get into music. I always knew I
wanted to be in music either as a DJ or an artist and began sharing
my ideas on how to make songs better… and the rest was history.
What would you say is your biggest accomplishment over
the past decade?
Creating a successful personal and professional brand
Gazza Music Production (GMP).
Of all your songs, which is your favourite?
Off the top of my head, Taulilwa, Uuteku, My Father My Hero,
Hlasela and Uuyuni.
What was your favourite performance over the past decade?
There are so many. Some of my favourites include my NAMA
Awards performances with Suzy Eises and Emtee, the launch of
GMP 467 till I die, the launch of Stof-Lap Chikapute, the Trey Songs
concert and my most recent performance at the Okakarara Expo.
Who is your musical inspiration?
Bob Marley, Andrea Bocelli, Michael Jackson, Jay Z, Notorius B.I.G,
Ras Sheehama and Jackson Kaujeua, and growing up with artists
such as Shikololo and Jossy Joss, who showed me the musical
ropes.
A highlight in your career that you will never forget?
The moment that I touched my first CD album [Tanauka] was a “no
going back from here” moment that I will never forget.
Which local or international artist would you like to
collaborate with?
Any artist that is creative and not afraid to try out new sounds, like
Kanye West or Burna Boy. Based on talent alone, Chris Brown or
local artist Nally who I believe is incredibly underrated.

What is your secret talent?
Not a lot of people know that I can draw. When I was younger
I used to draw comic books and tell stories through drawings.
I can draw almost anything with pencil.
What can we expect from you in the next 5 to 10 years?
You can expect my focus to shift more towards developing
marginalised communities to help provide access to infrastructure,
internet, skills and education. My aim is to use my platform and
marry all my experience and networks to help bring change.
Which local or international brand would you like to work
with?
Locally, brands like MTC and Namib Mills can help in my goal of
transforming communities. Other brands I’d like to work with are
Coca Cola, G.H.Mumm, Dom Perignon Moët & Chandon, Ciroc,
Henessy and Gordon’s Gin.
Style inspiration?
My dad was the ultimate well-dressed gentleman so my style is
often inspired by him.
Ideal travel destination?
Namibia. Our country is an undiscovered gem. There are so many
places that are great for an escape.
Which mobile app can you not live without?
Apple Music for sure.
Pap or pasta?
Pap all the way. I’m a traditional man so I really believe in the
power of pap.
If you had Taamba airtime but could only give it to one
person in your close circle, who would it be? Your producer
or your photographer or a family member?
I’d either give it to my producer because he always needs to send
me something or to my son Louis who is always checking on me
when I’m on the road. He’ll definitely make good use of it.
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Introducing MTC Credit Life Insurance, an insurance
policy that pays oﬀ the remainder of your Postpaid
contract in the event of your passing. Cover settles
contracts of up to 36 months. All it requires is a
once oﬀ payment and you’re covered!
Visit your nearest MobileHome
to get Credit Life Insurance now!

Ts & Cs apply
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Ready for
your next
challenge?
If you've got what it takes, fill in the following gaps.
1. MTC is the abbreviation for

.

2. MTC was founded in the year
3. There are over

.
million active subscribers on our network.

4. You are part of the

-nation!

5. Our favorite colour is

.

6. You can get in touch with us anytime, thanks to our 24 hour

.

7. You can buy airtime or data and simply pay it back later thanks to Taamba
8. For all your MTC needs, you can visit your nearest
9. It is important that you

.

.

your SIM card.

10. Watch the latest entertainment with the amazing new MTC

Crossword
Puzzle

1

.

2

3
4

5

6
7

8

9

10

11
12

Across

Down

1. Your affordable voice and data contract packages
6. An MTC brand ambassador is called a
7. Affordable deals offered in every issue
8. Mboma runs really
10. Another word for topping up your airtime
11. Connect covers a range of topics, it's
magazine
12. A person at the forefront or in charge

2. Subscription to MTC’s fastest home internet
3. What are MTC stores called?
4. A reoccurring segment in Connect magazines
5. Another word for expansion, progress or development
9. MTC’s 7-day subscription service
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32,799

5,899

N$

15,799

Apple iPhone 13 Pro Max 1TB

N$

35,999

O’Bigga is beta with the

coming soon...
Scan to preview features

Instagram

Play2WIN

Scan the QR code to play, share your high score
on our Instagram page and stand a chance to win

Ts & Cs apply
Instagram Game link
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